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Newsletter : 

20th May 2022 
 
 
 

 
Seven Fields Primary School-Newsletter 

 

Value:   Cooperation  

Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
How do you cope with disappointment? This is one of the questions I am asking myself the day after 
Swindon Town failed to reach Wembley. There are some dejected faces around school this morning 
and I imagine the wet weather is exacerbating the overall disappointment. However, they will come 
back stronger next year and that is the correct response. When we face disappointment in school, we 
always encourage our pupils to be resilient but also we ask them to follow these five steps. 
 

1. Acknowledge what you are feeling.  
2. Put and keep things in perspective.  
3. Do not doubt yourself.  
4. Look for solutions or compromises. 
5. Reassess and make adjustments, if necessary. 

 
Our value of the week has been about co-operation and the Mag 7 is looking after the school. The 
looking after the school part is not just about the materials, keeping it litter free and tidy but also about 
looking after each other. The emotional wellbeing of other people becomes our focus when we see       
disappointment. Our job at this time is to overtly show the person who is disappointed that every cloud 
has a silver lining. Sometimes that might involve a difficult conversation with a friend or colleague but 
we are here to build positivity and reinforce confidence.  
 
How fitting then that next week, we are looking forward to celebrating the Queen’s jubilee in school. 
Children will be learning about the decades that the queen has reigned over. They will get to design 
their own crowns, listen to some traditional music from our partners at Kingsdown and even have a tea 
party! 
 
Congratulations to the boys football team for a hard fought close match at Swindon Academy.  The 
behaviour and comportment of the team was exemplary. 
 
We hope that next week we continue to live and breathe the value of cooperation and I hope that this 
weekend is kind to you all. 
 
D Booth 
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Dojos gained this week 
Class Total Dojos Class Winner 

Miss Mitchell 614 Phoebe 39 

Miss Goss 501 Alfie 53 

Miss Bickle 395 Muhanned 32 

Mrs Wright & Miss 
Neville 277 Harrison/Kaurasi 17 

Miss Smith &  
Miss Roberts 1145 Ollie/Cliodhna 50 

Miss Jessop 500 Ellie W 34 

Mrs Branscombe 727 Charlie S 54 

Miss Martin 139 Darcy 14 

Miss Grimwood 197 Mazie 31 

Mr Donnelly 1231 Vita 80 

Follow us on twitter @sevenfieldsprim 

Certificates 

Congratulations to   
anyone who has been 

nominated by your 
teacher this week 

 

Well done to you all on 
your  

achievements ! 

Butterflies AM 
and PM  

Jasmine T—amazing phonics 

Darcie-Belle—a fantastic first week in 
Nursery 

Aria L—being a kind friend and helping 
the younger children 

James K—settling to play and joining in 
with friends 

Bumblebees Layla-Louise B—looking after  friends Jaya M—working hard on her reading 

Robins Eli B—looking after the school and his 
friends 

Bear W—being a brilliant Seven Fields role 
model 

Sparrows Logan—following the magnificent 7 and 
thinking hard about his own learning 

Bleux—settling in amazingly and showing 
wonderful learning behaviour 

Wrens Seth D—improving his writing in English  

Puffins Alexa-May—looking after our school 
and her friends 

Eira—always being a model Seven Fields 
pupil 

Kingfishers Ethan S—showing brilliant sawing skills 
in DT 

Adam R—always following the             
magnificent 7 and working hard in lessons 

Hummingbirds Frankie—always following the          
Magnificent 7 and responding to      
feedback 

Ellie—always following the Magnificent 7 
and presenting her work neatly 

Falcons Jenna– always looking after the school Phoebe—encouraging others in class 
when they are stuck 

Eagles James R—working hard to make sure his 
work is always of a high standard 

Kayden P—regularly showing good     
examples of encouraging others 

Attendance  

Bumblebee Class 87.96 

Robin Class 92.82 

Sparrow Class 87.39 

Wren Class 99.23 

Puffin Class 87.74 

Kingfisher Class 96.43 

Hummingbird Class 90.00 

Falcon Class 94.07 

Kestrel Class 86.32 

Eagle Class 91.43 

  

This week’s certificate nominations are as follows: 

And the attendance cup goes to:  

Wren Class 

This week’s winners of 

the Dojo cup are: 

Eagle Class 

Congratulations 

and well done 
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House points totals this 

week and overall totals so 

far: 

 

Snowdon   73 (1690) 

 

Slieve Donard   85 (1679) 

 

Ben Nevis   66 (1774) 

 

Scafell Pike  54 (1421)  

 

This weeks behaviour cup winner is: 

Logan R  - Sparrow Class 

Working really hard to follow the magnificent 7 and 
has been on gold everyday this week. 

Well Done!  

Hot chocolate Fridays have returned and we would like to say a huge well done to the following children for          

receiving the most dojos in their class this week:  

Phoebe, Alfie LC, Muhanned, Harrison, Kaurasi, Ollie, Cliodhna, Ellie W, Charlie S, Darcy, Vita, Mazie 
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Kingfisher Class 

Science Investigations (How to change the pitch of sounds) 
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Bumblebee Class 

Insects and Birds 

Ducklings which 

hatched 17/5/2022 

Stick insects 

born 

17/5/2022 
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Sparrow—Computer 

Using Beebots to move around a grid 
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Kingfisher Class 

Designing rockets and test launching on the field with supply teacher Mr. Walton 
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Puffin Class 

Science—Reflections 
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Puffin Class 

Science—Reflections 
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Butterfly Nursery Class 

Phonics 
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HOUSE BADGES AWARDED  

THIS WEEK: 
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Reminders: 

 

 

 

8am—4pm 
Monday to 
Friday  

Friday 27th May 2022  

 Red, White and blue 

clothes jubilee  

celebrations 

Wednesdays after school 

Ice Cream Van will be in car park 
at end of Leigh Road 

Fridays after school 

Seven Fields PTA Tuck Shop 

Lost Property 

If anyone sees a scooter like the one below  

abandoned around the area could you please 
return it to the school office. 

Thank you 


